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“Their ensemble is metaltight, the sonorities they
conjure full of lithe and pleasurable novelty.”
—MUSICWEB-INTERNATIONAL.COM

Brilliant and clear, like the stars on a cold winter’s night, infuse your home with the
joyful sounds of handbell arrangements of favorite carols including Ding Dong! Merrily
on High, The Twelve Days of Christmas, and more! Our best-selling recording of all
time – more than 20, 000 copies sold! The Bells of Christmas will fill your home with
the joyful and sparkling sound of handbells, played by the dynamic ensemble, Gloriæ
Dei Ringers. Playing on a six-and-a-half octave set of Malmark handbells, these young
musicians explore the full range of Christmas cheer and wonder – from the tenderness
of Away in a Manger to the majestic expanse of A Flight of Angels – all in arrangements
that showcase the tremendous musicality and unique spirit of handbells.

“These virtuosi of metal and mallet positively palpitate with
imagination and their arrangements are the ne plus ultra of
shimmering, quivering pulsating pulchritude…a delicious range of
colors – including plucking and martellato effects.”
—MUSICWEB-INTERNATIONAL.COM

“From the Red Kettle Santas to the midnight call from the steeple,
bells are a part of Christmas. This recording of Gloriæ Dei’s
musicians with their six-and-a-half-octave handbells goes beyond the
usual arrangements of carols to transcriptions weaving dissonances
and descants, the very highest and lowest tones, even the use of
mallets on the bells to produce and intriguing and beautiful concert.”
—THE LIVING CHURCH

